1 <p(i) /~ -ao + z2 an cos nL- 2 n=l Let X(x) be a continuous function, monotone increasing in (0, oo) and tends to infinity as x->oo. The series 2Jan is said to be summable (72, X(o>), r) if cr(co)/(X(co))r->s as co-><*>, where *(») = -(X(«) -X(0))rao + Z (X(«) -X(«))'a,. concerning the behavior of <j>it) near the point t = 0, e.g., the continuity condition. The other is concerning the magnitude of an, e.g., the coefficients condition. Morgan [8] [7] has extended Wang's theorem to the fractional integral 4>ait) (a^l) of 4>it). In the present note, we give the above investigations an exhaustive solution. Our result includes, however, to some degrees, the works of the previous authors. It is known that [10] , for r>0, a)>0, 
In addition, we define: £2(w, /) = I (X(co) -X(x))2 cos xtdx Jo
for a>A, by the second mean value theorem, where 0<o/<o>"<a).
since, by (iii) of the conditions (A), X'(x) is monotone increasing in (A, co). It follows that 7,2 = 0(e2"<"V'(co)r2).
Thus,
By integration by parts once, we find In view of (ju'(x))2^ -2/x"(x)^0 for x>4, the second term can be absorbed in the first, so that 
The integrated term is easily seen to be oie2'iW) by the first and the second relations of Lemma 1. Write
by (iv) of the conditions iA).
for some K>0, then 2^a" converges to zero.
4. Last, we illustrate by some special cases derived from our result: = Fi * C(S2). Therefore, if all but at most one of the 7\ are either onedimensional or C(Si), then T^i® • • • ®Fn = Fi* ■ • ■ * Fn. However, it is not known whether for all cases Fi® ■ ■ ■ ®Fn will equal Fi* • • • * Fn or not.2 Although this question is not fully answered here, the purpose of this paper is to give a partial answer to this question. The results and arguments of this paper also apply to realvalued function spaces.
